
 
 
 
 

 ޣިޔާޘުއްދީން އިންޓަރނޭޝަނަލް ސްކޫލް 
 މާލެ، ދިވެހިރާއްޖެ 

 ސްކޮލަރޝިޕް 5102

ަވނަ އަހަރު، ޣިޔާޘުއްދީން ިއންޓަރނެޝަނަލް ސްކޫލަށް އަލަށް ވަންނަ ކުދިންގެ ެތރެއިން  1025           
ނޑަށް ފެތޭ ކުދިންނަށް ސްކޮލަރޝިޕްގެ ދަށުން ކިޔެވުމުގެ ފުރުަޞތު ވަނީ ހުޅުވާލެވިފަެއވެ. ތިީރގަިއ  ނަޑއެޅިފަިއވާ މިންގަ ކަ

 މިވަނީ ސްކޮލަރޝިޕްގެ ދަށުްނ ފުރުޞަތު ހުޅުވާލެވިފަިއވާ ްގރޭޑްތަކެވެ.

 ސްކޮލަރޝިޕް ޢަދަދު ގްރޭޑް 
 3 2 ގްރޭޑް

 2 3 ގްރޭޑް

 1 6 ގްރޭޑް

 3 8 ގްރޭޑް

 

މި ސްކޮލަރޝިޕް ޕްރޮގްރާމްގެދަށުން އެޑްމިޝަން ފީ އާއި ޓިއުޝަން ފީ ސްކޫލުން ދައްކައިދެވޭެނއެެވ. އަދި          
 ނިމެންދެން މި ސްކޮަލރޝިޕްގެ ދަށުން ިކޔަަވއިދެޭވނެއެވެ.  20ސްކޮލަރޝިޕް ދެވުނު މިްނަގނޑުތަްއ ފުރިހަމަވާނަމަ، ގްޭރޑް 

 އިތުރު މަޢުލޫމާތު ، އެޕްލިކޭޝަން ފޯމާ އެކުގަިއވާ ގަިއޑްަލއިން އިން ލިބިަވޑަިއގަންނަވާެނއެވެ.

ވީމާ، މި ސްޮކލަރޝިޕަށް ޝަރުތު ފުރިހަމަވާ ފަރާތްތަކުން ސްކޫްލެގ ރިސެޕްޝަނުން ފޯމް ނަންގަވާ         
ކުރިން ހުށަހަޅަންޖެހޭ ލިޔެކިޔުންތަކާިއއެުކ ފޯމް  ގ25:00ެވާ އާދިއްތަ ުދވަހުގެ  1024ނޮވެްނބަރ  10ފުރުއްވުމަށްފަހު، 

 ހުށަހެޅުއްވުން އެދެމެެވ. ޝަުރތު ފުރިހަމަވާކަމަށް ބަލާނީ ސްކޮލަރޝިޕް ގަިއޑްލައިްނގަިއވާ ކަންތައްތައް ފުރިހަމަވާނަމަެއވެ.
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 Ghiyasuddin International School 
Male’ 

 

 

1. The number of scholarships offered will be 3 in number for each grade specified 

2. The scholarship is valid for Maldivian residents only. 

3. For applicants applying for the scholarship the income of both the Parent/guardians from all 

sources should not be more than 2.4 Lacs MVR per annum if they do not own a house in Male' 

and not more than 1.8 Lacs MVR per annum if they own a house in Male' 

4. The applicants should not have any gap in education 

5. The applicants should have maintained a good conduct as certified by the Principal of the 

school 

6. The applicants for scholarship from grades I, II , III , IV and V should qualify the Minimum 

Learning Competency Test. 

7. The applicants for scholarship from grades VIII, IX  and X should have obtained a minimum of 

85% in the final results of the class preceding the class for which scholarship has been applied. 

If the no. of applicants meeting the required percentage criterion is less than the available no 

of scholarships the student with the two / three* percentages subject to a minimum of 65% 

will be considered. 

8. If the number of applications meeting the eligibility criteria is more than the number of 

scholarships being offered the following procedure shall be adopted based on grade for which 

scholarship is being applied: 

a. For Grades I, II , III , IV and V, a draw of lots shall be held in the presence of the parents 

applying for the scholarship, School /deputy Principal and the Senior most member of 

the Parent Executive Committee  

b. For grades VIII , IX and X, the students will have to appear for a written test and score 

more than 85%. If the no of students clearing the test is less than the no of scholarships 

available, the highest two / three* scores shall be considered  

9. One out of three scholarships can be granted to the students with the special talents like 

representing national team in sports or outstanding talent acknowledged by the public (under 

special quota). The applicants for scholarship under special quota should have obtained a 

minimum of 65% in the final results of the class preceding the class for which scholarship has  



 

 

been applied. However, if no applicant qualifies this criterion, all three scholarship would be 

granted based on Rule 6 / 7 whichever is applicable as per the grade. The students applying for 

scholarship under this quota shall be required to produce the proof of representation in 

national sports or the concerned outstanding talent acknowledged by public. For scholarships 

under special quota, if the no. of applicants meeting the eligibility criterion are more than the 

no of scholarships the selection shall be done based on the class wise criterion (for grades I, II , 

III , IV and V - based on draw of lots and for grades VIII , IX and  X  – based on written test 

score).  

10. The written test will be conducted in the subjects of Arithmetic, English, Islam and Dhivehi. 

11. The policy shall be applicable from the beginning of the grade which the student is applying to 

and covering the entire school education period, provided the eligibility conditions are met 

with in each successive year. The Scholarship for students studying VIII , IX and X will be 

renewed every year if the concerned students score 65% or more in results obtained in the 

final exams and their parental income is less than or equal to the threshold limit as defined 

under rule 3. For students studying in grade I, II , III , IV and V  the scholarship shall be renewed 

based on the criterion of parental income continuing to be less than or equal to the threshold 

limit as per Rule 3. For student(s) who fail to fulfill the mentioned criteria, scholarship(s) would 

be withdrawn and fresh application for the vacant seat would be invited.  

12. The Scholarship would cover the tuition and one time admission fees charged by Ghiyasuddin 

International School. 

13. The scholarship can be discontinued under of the following reasons: 

a) If it is found at any stage that the information furnished by the parents is untrue 
b) The student is already availing any other form of scholarship or financial assistance for 

the purposes of their studies 
c) There is a gap year in the course of the academic career of the student 
d) The student is involved in any full time employment. 

* The number of highest scores considered shall be 2 if there are applicants under special quota 

and 3 if there are no applicants under special quota. 

 

Note 
1. The eligible applicants, if the number is more than three will be invited for draw of lots 

(applicable for grades I, II , III , IV and V) and the draw of lots will be held as specified in the 

mode of selection. For grades VIII , IX and X the eligible candidates will be invited for a written 

test at GIS.  
2. The Admission test would be prepared and conducted at GIS 
3. The names of the selected students will be announced on the school website, at the school 

information board and through post. 


